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Leveraging Open Source
Intelligence for Safety & Security

Protect Your Organization with Actionable Intelligence
NC4 Signal™ is an open source intelligence (OSINT)
analytics and notification solution designed to make the
job done by corporate security professionals easier and
more efficient. It allows your organization to gain real-time
and historical insights into events that matter. Corporate
security organizations are rapidly embracing the internet as
a powerful tool for researching and preventing incidents.
Having access to real-time information enables you to
manage risk – for your community, your personnel and your
shareholders.
However, the use of OSINT poses both an opportunity and
a challenge for organizations. The ever-increasing volume
of information can be staggering and therefore difficult to
manage.

Turn Information into Intelligence
NC4 Signal is designed to filter through the endless flow
of information across the web, and present you with a
customized stream of rich, relevant data in real-time.
NC4 Signal provides corporate security with the ability
to leverage OSINT in developing intelligent insight and
provides a tremendous benefit as a global threat and risk
mitigation tool across a broad set of industries.
Delivered through the Microsoft Azure cloud, it is available
anywhere, anytime from any web-enabled device.

www.NC4.com

Filter,
Understand,
& Take Action
• Increase Efficiency of Your
Operations Team:
Create quick searches to
inform teams in real-time
and perform detailed filtering
with pro-active alerting to
drive prevention
• Save Time & Receive
Important Alerts:
Get accurate and real-time
results from online data
sources (including blogs/
forums and the dark web)
giving you a better view of
what's really happening on
the ground
• Peace of Mind:
Combine open source
intelligence with NC4 Risk
Center™ real-time alerts to
receive a complete view of
operational threats

The Power of Listening
The sharing of information and the posting of images
and videos on the internet provides unparalleled
insights into events as they unfold, allowing
organizations to detect issues and react accordingly.
Information can be filtered based on information needs,
visualized in maps and lists, and then integrated into
strategic, tactical and operational decision-making
to ensure optimum results. Gather information from
anywhere in the world:

Pay Attention to the
Conversations of the World

• View a street address, city or state; a stadium or
other landmarks
• Research topics, words and phrases
• Look into activity and developments as they unfold
• Identify current trends or research historical data
Situational awareness is about watching and listening.
It means paying attention to what’s around us: the
ability to identify, process and comprehend the critical
elements of the information at our disposal. Don’t
wait another day to take advantage of the wealth of
information OSINT provides - get NC4 Signal today.

NC4 Signal solves
that problem

Contact Us
OSINT is not a radical new way forward, rather, it’s a way of using the information that is already around us in
exponentially more useful ways, with simple tools like NC4 Signal.
Contact us today to learn how NC4 Signal can make a difference in your organization.

More About NC4®
NC4 delivers safety and security solutions for
both business and government organizations.
NC4 revolutionizes how organizations and
communities collect, manage, share and
disseminate information to reduce cyber threats,
fight crime, mitigate risks and manage incidents.
NC4 also provides cyber threat sharing solutions
both through secure collaboration services and
through automated, structured, and standardized
mechanisms.

REVOLUTIONIZING

SAFETY & SECURITY

NC4 solutions are used by private sector
companies involved in financial services, high-tech,
insurance, manufacturing, aerospace and defense,
oil and gas, pharmaceuticals and healthcare,
as well as other industries. In the public sector,
NC4 solutions are used by federal, state and
local agencies in homeland security, emergency
management and law enforcement disciplines.
To learn more about how NC4 can benefit your
organization, visit www.NC4.com or call
877-624-4999 or 310-606-4444.
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